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About This Game

Animals Memory: Insect

is a card game with images of various insects that will test your memory. The aim of the game is to find pairs of cards. This part
of the game is aimed at fans of insects

game Features:
- Different levels of difficulty. From simple to complex.

- 38 cards with pictures of insects.
- It develops memory and is suitable for children of all ages, babies, preschoolers, school children, teenagers and adults.

- 18 levels. Ranging from lightweight to large and complex levels.
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Title: Animals Memory: Insect
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Laush Dmitriy Sergeevich
Publisher:
Laush Studio
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: Athlon 2 X3 450

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce EN9600 GT

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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sdafasdfgasdfhsfdghd. Many things improve from Sparkle 2 Evo. Visual is good, Sound is good (thought it make you sleepy
sometimes), More quests, More parameter.

The stages are more challenge but enemy are fewer than Sparkle 2 Evo.

Ending make me little disappointed but still a good game.. Sometimes it runs, but now it doesn't. Just a blank screen, then it
crashes to desktop.. might be good later...right now, it's not. :(

i am willing to change my review once they implement more weapons, magic\/attacks, and better targeting.... This is not not a
Season Pass!. Great game! The puzzles had just the right amount of challenge. I had to get a hint online for one puzzle, but other
than that I managed to work my way through to the end on my own.

The graphics look great, and the voice acting is excellent.

Only two (very minor) criticisms. The teleport arc should be visible, especially since the target would sometimes be outside of
the play area so you didn't know it was there at all. Also, using a table in the room as a kind of pseudo-inventory meant a lot of
extra running back and forth.

Still, those are minor quibbles that don't detract from a very enjoyable experience. I'm hoping the game is successful enough
that we'll get a sequel.
. OVERVIEW
Botology is an action game by Black Lime Studio, and was originally a Russian game thats translated to English. This game is
about this company that is developing robots for the new generation. The company, Botology, is conducting tests on the new
system for the control of robots. The risky tests can lead to difficult, unforseen consequences because the robot's operation is
connected with a mechanical prototype of sensory organs. The goal is for you to stop these robots.

PROS
+ Achievements are easy to get
+ Steam trading cards
+ Cheap (but still not worth it)

CONS
- Looks like a Unity Game
- Very repetitive gameplay
- Poor English translation
- Enemies respawn way too fast
- Story is nothing special
- No manual save
- Tutorial did not explain everything clearly

CONCLUSION
Honestly, don't waste your time on this game, I got it for the easy achievements. It wasn't even worth it for the 100%
achievements. This is why everyone hates Greenlight and the games that get passed, because games like this get put onto steam
3\/10. i bought this game and in 20 minutes i asked my money back.
this game is based on a good idea but it doen't work.. Horrible!!! Dont waste your time!!
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Hours of Darkness: It's ok
Lost on Mars: Awful
Dead Living Zombies: Bad

When the season pass is at it's best, it's just ok. Just ok is not worth 30 bucks. And Lost on Mars is one of the worst gaming
experiences I've had in a while. Zombies isn't terrible, but just pointless. I made individual reviews if you want to know more.. I
love how the game is presented through an unreliable narrator. There's just enough moments where it pulls out the rug and
switches things up that feel great in VR. The game looks great with sort of a Mad Max + old west feel and there's good feedback
for hitting enemes because of how they do physics flinches. Some of the waves drag out a little long, but if you just want a
simple shooter for relaxing this does the trick.

Each mission adds a little variation with weapons and enemies such as flying drones.

UPDATE: Chapter 2 was added which just about doubles the number of levels. Now there's a few more weapons an enemy
varieties. The story-teller granpa has some great new jokes and eating popcorn during the cutscenes is hilarious.. Not a perfect
game but playable if you have no other better games. The game is wonderful and relaxing, the devs are awesome instantly fixing
bugs the moment you complain about them! I recommend this game fully. Just buy it now :D. Not enough content or people
even playing the game to warrent a price of 30$ but the game is alright. Story: 8/10
Gameplay: 8/10
Graphics: 8/10
Atmosphere: 9/10
Sound: 8/10
Voice Acting: 9/10
Music: 8/10

Total Score: 8.2/10

Replayability: No, Unless for puzzles or story.
Full Price Worth: Current Price = 9.99 (Euro) -> Yes

Thanks for your time :), and Game On!. Well it's not the best one ive played but since it's free, one can't really complain :)))

Story is okay
Art is pretty
Music and sound effects i'm not a fan. Dope little game, worth the money and time. Love it hope u all keep it live W. new
update bettering the game.
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